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 Renya Ramirez

 Race, Tribal Nation, and Gender
 A Native Feminist Approach to Belonging

 Abstract

 Too ojten there is the assumption in Native communities that u?e as indigenous women should defend

 a tribal nationalism that ignores sexism as part of our uery suruiual as women as well as our libera-

 tion jrom colonization, in contrast, in this essay, I assert that race, tribal nation, and gender should

 be non-hierarchically linked as categories of analysis in order to understand the breadth of our op-

 pression as well as the jull potential of our liberation in the hope that one day we can belong as full

 members of our homes, communities, and tribal nations. Indeed, both indigenous women and men

 should deuelop a Natiue/eminist consciousness based on the assumption that struggles Jor social au-

 tonomy will no longer include the denial of Native women's gendered concerns and rights.

 We are American Indian women in that order. We are oppressed first and/oremost as

 American Indians, as peoples colonized by the United States, not as women. As Indians

 we can never forget that. Our survival, the survival of every one of us- man, woman

 and child- as Indians depends on it. Decolonization is the agenda, the whole agenda,

 until it is accomplished.

 of All Red Nations) (Jaimes and Halsey 1992, 314)

 As evidenced in the above quotation, too often the assumption in Native

 communities is that we as indigenous women should defend a tribal nation-

 alism that ignores sexism as part of our very survival as women as well as our

 [Meridians: feminism, race, transnationalism 2007, vol. 7, no. 2, pp. 22-40]

 ©2007 by Smith College. All rights reserved.
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 liberation from colonization. This common notion is problematic, since in-

 digenous women in the United States die from domestic violence at twice the

 rate of other women (Rennison 2001; Smith 2005). Indeed, addressing do-

 mestic violence is ultimately a "survival issue." In contrast, in this essay, I as-

 sert that race, tribal nation, and gender should be non-hierarchically linked

 as categories of analysis in order to understand the breadth of our oppres-

 sion as well as the full potential of our liberation in the hope that one day, we

 can belong asjiill members of our homes, communities, and tribal nations.1

 Indeed, both indigenous women and men should develop a Native feminist

 consciousness based on the assumption that struggles for social autonomy

 will not deny Native women's gendered concerns and rights. First, I will sit-

 uate myself as a Native woman. Second, I will discuss how Native scholars

 have privileged race and tribal nation over gender. Then I will examine how

 the sexual and domestic violence activism of Andrea Smith (Cherokee) and

 Luana Ross (Salish) brings together race, tribal nation, and gender, thereby

 redefining nationalism, sovereignty, and gender from a Native and feminist

 lens. I focus on these two Native women activist/ scholars, since they are not

 only both very strong supporters of tribal sovereignty, but because they also

 view gender issues as central to their intellectual and activist work. In partic-

 ular I concentrate on them because they identify as Native feminists. Indeed,

 this essay aims to contribute to the building of a corpus of Native feminist

 thought.

 I am an enrolled member of the Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska and an aca-

 demic. I teach Native American studies at the University of California, Santa

 Cruz. As an indigenous woman I have challenged sexism all my life. Since I

 was a little girl I refused to act subserviently to men and believed that all Na-

 tive American women should be treated as full members in our homes, com-

 munities, and tribal nations. Indeed, I was influenced by the activism of my

 Winnebago/Ojibwe mother, Woesha Cloud North, who co-founded the Na-

 tive Women's Action Council in San Francisco and became a professor of Na-

 tive American studies later in life. Following in my mother's footsteps, I

 studied for my doctorate. I attended Stanford University where we as Stan-

 ford Native women graduate students, including Victoria Bomberry (Musco-

 gee), Verna St. Denis (Cree/Metis), Mishauna Goeman (Seneca), and Tina

 Pierce-Fragoso (Nanticoke Lenni-Lenape), would discuss the vexed and

 complicated relationship between feminism and Native American women.

 We as indigenous women argued about whether we should claim feminism
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 as an intellectual space in order to confront gendered and other concerns

 that especially affect us, such as extremely high rates of violence against us in

 our communities. Verna St. Denis emphasized to me the high rates of vio-

 lence against First Nations women in Canada, and argued for claiming femi-

 nism from Native women's viewpoints. I acknowledge her influence

 especially on my development as a Native feminist. During this time, I also

 read many writings by women of color and by Native women. Kate Shanley's

 1984 essay "Thoughts on Indian Feminism" and Lee Maracle's Í Am Woman

 were especially important to me, as both scholars claimed the term "femi-

 nist." From my conversations with my female Native colleagues and from my

 reading, I have learned that tribal sovereignty should be central to our discus-

 sions of feminism, since it is truly a pivotal political concern in Indian coun-

 try. Kate Shanley, for example, writes, "The word 'feminism' has special

 meanings to Indian women, including the idea of promoting the continuity

 of tradition, and consequently, pursuing the recognition of tribal sover-

 eignty" (1984, 215). In order for us as Native Americans to survive culturally

 and materially, we must fight and struggle for our tribal sovereignty and na-

 tionalism so that we can govern ourselves following our own institutions and
 worldview.

 Race, Tribal Nation, and Gender in Native American Studies

 Unfortunately, bringing together race, tribal nation, and gender as impor-

 tant categories of analysis in Native American studies has been viewed as di-

 visive as well as against tribal sovereignty. One of the most well-known

 examples is "American Indian Women: At the Center of Indigenous Resis-

 tance in North America," by Annette Jaimes and Theresa Halsey. They criti-

 cize indigenous women who claim the term "feminist" for being assimilated

 and antagonistic to tribal sovereignty (Jaimes and Halsey 1992). 2 They pre-

 sume, argues Andrea Smith (2005), that feminism is an imperial project,

 which assumes the givenness of the federal government's ultimate control of

 tribal nations. They write:

 Those who have most openly identified themselves [as feminists] have

 tended to be among the more assimilated of Indian women activists, gen-

 erally accepting of the colonialist ideology that indigenous nations are

 now legitimate sub-parts of the U.S. geopolitical corpus rather than sepa-
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 rate nations, that Indian people are now a minority within the overall

 population rather than the citizenry of their own distinct nations. Such In-

 dian women activists are therefore usually more devoted to "civil rights"

 rather than liberation per se

 genuinely sovereigntist in their outlook have proven themselves far more

 dubious about the potentials offered by feminist politics and alliances.

 (Jaimes and Halsey 1992, 330-31)

 A number of factors could contribute to these Native women scholars' as

 well as others' decision to criticize feminist consciousness among Native

 women.3 First, they could view sexism as a racially divisive issue. In other

 words, feminist consciousness could cause conflict between indigenous

 men and women. Second, they could be influenced by the sexism prevalent in

 the American Indian Movement (AIM). Indigenous women were placed in

 subservient roles as cooks and helpers, and at times were expected to attend

 to the sexual needs of the male leaders of the movement. Native women were,

 therefore, taught that Native men should be in control (Crow Dog and Er-

 does, 1991; Smith 2002). Within this sexist context, indigenous women were

 supposed to defend a Native nationalism that ignored their own needs to be

 liberated from misogyny and sexism.

 Moreover, according to Jaimes and Halsey, one cannot be both Native and

 a feminist, because feminism is ultimately derived from white culture. They

 follow dominant notions of acculturation that presume that the culture of the

 dominant group will overpower the culture of the subordinated and that any

 mixing of the two will ultimately mean the subordinate group's assimilation

 and loss of identity. It is assumed that feminism, therefore, cannot be appro-

 priated or theorized from Native women's perspectives even though some

 Native women scholars, such as Lee Maracle (1996), assert that claiming a

 feminist identity and their involvement and participation in the women's

 movement empowered them.4 In contrast, Haunani-Kay Trask (1996) argues

 that feminism focuses solely on gender and therefore is inconsistent with a

 Hawaiian nationalist struggle, ultimately positing feminism as a white con-

 struct. She uses the terms "feminism" and "white feminism" interchange-

 ably, not acknowledging feminist theory developed by women of color (Hall

 unpublished; Kauanui unpublished), such as bell hooks and Cherrie Moraga

 (hooks 1989, 1995; Moraga 1993). 5 She writes:
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 I recognized that practicing feminism hampered organizing among my

 people in rural communities. Given our nationalist context, feminism ap-

 peared as just another haole [white] intrusion into a besieged Hawaiian

 world. Any exclusive focus on women neglected the historical oppression

 of all Hawaiians and the large force field of imperialism. Now that I was

 working among my people, I saw there were simply too many limitations

 in the scope of feminist theory and praxis. The feminism I had studied

 was just too white, too American. (Trask 1996, 906)

 Later in the article, she argues that sovereignty for her people is ultimately a

 more significant goal than educational or political equality with the men of

 her Hawaiian nation (901). In this way, she also privileges race and indige-

 nous nation over gender issues.

 Rather than viewing a Native feminist consciousness as a force that could

 cause internal conflict or as a white construct, it should be emphasized as

 furthering an essential goal in indigenous communities: to combat sexism.

 Moreover, Native scholars' privileging of race and tribal nation over gender is

 problematic, since indigenous women are disenfranchised simultaneously

 by race as well as by gender (Smith 2002; 2005).6 Sexism, therefore, becomes

 too easily forgotten and is not adequately dealt with in Native scholarship
 and communities.

 Andrea Smith, a Cherokee activist/scholar,7 in contrast, argues that race,

 gender, and tribal nation must be connected in order to combat the rampant

 sexual violence suffered by Native women (Smith 2002). Native women who
 suffer from sexual violence must too often confront male-dominated tribal

 councils, governments, and communities. Consequently, sexual violence is

 ignored more often than not and, therefore, is not adequately addressed. In

 order to begin to fight against violence against Native American women, in

 particular, and women of color, in general, Smith organized the "Color of Vi-

 olence: Violence against Women of Color Conference." The conference was

 first held on April 28-29, 2.000, at the University of California, Santa Cruz

 and is now an annual event held in different cities across the country. Incite!,

 an activist organization, was founded there to combat violence against

 women of color. Here I focus on the inaugural conference in 2000 since it

 serves as an excellent example of how Native activists support tribal national-

 ism and sovereignty while working to combat violence against indigenous

 women as well as its underlying issues of sexism and misogyny.

 26 RENYA RAMIREZ
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 Smith organized the event as a result of her disappointment and frustra-

 tion with the anti-violence movement's propensity to marginalize women of

 color and to reject politics (Yeung 2000). Women of color argued that the

 white mainstream anti-violence movement frequently ignored them and

 their needs. In the 1980s, workers in anti-violence organizations often chose

 to provide services rather than to organize politically as the federal govern-

 ment became increasingly involved in addressing issues of violence against

 women (Yeung 2000). Domestic violence and rape crisis centers, further-

 more, were forced to professionalize in order to receive accreditation and

 funding from government agencies. These centers, for example, were re-

 quired to hire people with proper credentials. Consequently, they could not

 rely on peer-based services, which in the past had enabled more women to be

 involved. Thus, many women, especially poor women and women of color,

 were no longer able to participate. Indeed, professional service ultimately

 took the place of political organizing as the main objective of sexual assault

 and domestic violence agencies (Smith 2000).

 Moreover, the mainstream anti-violence movement became more and

 more hesitant to deal with domestic and sexual violence within the context of

 inequality and institutional violence (Smith 2000). Smith argues that many
 state coalitions created to combat sexual and domestic violence refused to

 challenge anti-immigration laws, asserting that this backlash is not a sexual

 and domestic violence issue. However, as this backlash intensifies, argues

 Smith, many immigrant women refuse to report mistreatment for fear of de-

 portation (2000). This approach to working against violence remains prob-

 lematic, since domestic and sexual violence within communities of color

 cannot be affected unless larger structures of violence, such as police brutal-

 ity, attacks on Indian treaty rights and immigrants, institutional racism, and

 economic neo-colonialism, are confronted (Smith 2000-01). For example, in

 order to fight interpersonal violence, Smith argues, one must foreground as

 well as understand the colonial connection. Furthermore, violence against

 women of color is a particular form of oppression, evidenced in the long his-

 tory of the genocide of Native peoples. Colonizers targeted indigenous

 women because they have children. They not only killed indigenous women,

 but also sexually mutilated and raped them in an attempt to control Native

 women's reproduction (Smith 2000).

 Indeed, this conference uniquely placed Native women's concerns at the

 center of women of color organizing against violence. During her keynote
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 address, Angela Davis, an African-American scholar and activist, argued that

 the experience of Native American women shows that we must especially

 highlight and emphasize the continual and unrelenting colonial domination

 and oppression of indigenous nations. She discussed the difficulties in using

 the legislative and juridical processes of the nation-state, which have caused

 so many problems for and damage to tribal nations and communities. She

 talked about the very problematic nature of expecting the federal government

 to provide any answers to the problem of violence against women when the

 state is so inextricably linked with male dominance, racism, class bias, and

 homophobia (Davis 2000; Ramirez 2007).
 The conference, furthermore, became a forum for Native women to dis-

 cuss the interlocking structures of power that support violence against them.

 Luana Ross, a keynote speaker, for example, argued that the consolidation of

 male power within tribal councils and communities has created a situation

 within tribes that fosters the disregard and perpetuation of sexual violence

 against Native women (Ramirez 2004b, 2007). 8

 And what I have found in my community in Montana, the Salish and

 Kootenai community is that this kind of violence [rape] is ignored. Why?

 Precisely because of the example that I just gave you. The perpetrators

 have very high status in Native communities- cultural leaders and tribal

 councilmen. Men have the power, and that's why the violence is allowed

 to continue. (Field notes, April 28, 2000)

 The consolidation of male power in tribal councils can encourage tribal gov-

 ernments to ignore rampant gendered violence, for example, by not develop-

 ing tribal laws that protect indigenous women from violence. Indeed,

 according to Ross, tribal nation and gender must be linked to understand

 why Native communities ignore violence against women. Without this link-

 age, gender issues, such as sexual violence, can be ignored.9

 The strengthening of this male power is inextricably linked to a long history of

 colonialism, as well as to federal government policy and law, such as Indian

 boarding schools in Canada and the United States. The boarding schools' pur-

 pose, for example, was to insert patriarchy into tribal communities and to social-

 ize children to believe in patriarchal gender norms (Wall 1997). As a result, male

 tribal council members influenced by patriarchal/colonial ideas have ignored

 Native women's cries for gendered justice, such as when indigenous women

 struggled to change the sexist aspects of the Indian Act in Canada (Silman 1987).

 28 RENYA RAMIREZ
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 Indigenous nationalists who choose to disregard or ignore sexism and mi-

 sogyny in general, and violence against Native women in particular, show

 their ties to other nationalisms and other nationalist projects, movements,

 and agendas, especially European and Euro-American nationalist move-

 ments for the past 200 years. European nationalists used the ideology of

 bourgeois respectability to help manage and control appropriate and proper

 gender relationships. This ideology helped the bourgeoisie create and set

 aside a "private sphere" that integrated and incorporated leisure and family

 life. Nationalism and respectability became entangled so that the nation-

 state could intrude as well as impose its norms of proper gender relations.

 Using state-run institutions, such as prisons, schools, and census bureaus,

 the bourgeoisie disciplined and controlled people (White 1995). Thus, Euro-

 centric nationalisms, through policies such as boarding schools, the Indian

 Act of 1876 in Canada, and the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 in the

 United States, have imposed their patriarchal gender norms on Native com-

 munities, encouraging sexism and misogyny and its related potential for vio-

 lence against women.

 In response to this all-too-common violence, Luana Ross, during the "Color

 of Violence" conference, highlighted the importance of linking tribal sover-

 eignty and violence against women to discover solutions. She emphasized the

 significance of reconceptualizing approaches for combating violence using

 indigenous frameworks of sovereignty instead of relying on the government

 for help. Ross, for instance, argued that finding appropriate redress for gen-

 dered violence against Indian women should happen in tribal rather than fed-

 eral courts. She therefore argued for tribes' right to self-determination and

 sovereignty in gendered terms when they use traditional modes of justice to

 remedy rampant sexual violence in Native communities (Field notes April 28,

 2000; Ramirez 2004b, 2007).

 Rethinking Tribal Sovereignty

 Ultimately, Native women need to be protected from potentially oppressive

 laws passed by male-dominated tribal governments, and violence should no

 longer be condoned or ignored. In order to accomplish this, tribal sover-

 eignty must be reconceptualized from Native women's perspectives. In

 Western culture, the most accepted meaning of self-determination is the no-

 tion of independent sovereignty and nation-state status. In this model, self-
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 determination means that a government has total and complete control and

 authority over what happens in its jurisdiction, and no outside agent should

 interfere or challenge this jurisdictional power. This freedom from intrusion

 assumes that sovereign nations should be free of any need for relations with,

 or effect by, others (Young 2001). This is a dangerous definition, since gov-

 ernments then have free reign to dominate others. They do not have to take

 seriously individuals' claims or rights. Consequently, indigenous women's

 claims are too easily ignored when this definition of tribal sovereignty based

 on selective aspects of the nation-state is followed.

 Similarly, Taiaiake Alfred (1999), a Mohawk scholar, argues that sover-

 eignty is an unsuitable concept with regard to indigenous peoples' fights for

 liberation and freedom, because it is a Western notion. Therefore, as long as

 Native people use Western notions of sovereignty to control their govern-

 mental actions, argues Alfred (1999), Western types of power colonize them

 (Smith 2002). In contrast, Craig Womack, a Muscogee scholar, argues that

 tribal sovereignty is flexible and fluid and that the needs of tribal nations can

 ultimately influence their practice of tribal sovereignty (1999). Like Womack,

 Andrea Smith and Luana Ross assert that sovereignty is not a static Western

 notion, but can be appropriated by Native people (Smith 2002). Conse-

 quently, rethinking sovereignty from Native women's viewpoints can lessen

 this tension between Western notions of tribal sovereignty and Native

 women's gender rights.

 Indeed, indigenous women in Mexico have been articulate about indige-

 nous women's gendered rights. The document that discusses the agreement

 reached by the Zapatistas, for example, supports the right of indigenous

 communities to elect their political and judicial authorities, to create their

 own political organization, and to follow their own rules, norms, or ways of

 delivering justice. At the same time, it argues that the human rights of in-

 digenous women should be protected within their communities (Collier

 2001). Similarly, in the United States there should be mechanisms within

 tribes that are as integral as notions of Native sovereignty that protect the

 human and civil rights of Native American women.

 For instance, Lakota philosophy encompassed in the phrase "all my rela-

 tions" offers an alternative approach to tribal sovereignty that considers how

 people are related and embedded within social relationships with one an-

 other. Using this approach, all people are interconnected and valued and at

 the same time they are expected to listen to and respect those around them.

 30 RENYA RAMIREZ
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 This Native philosophical concept, rather than creating a hierarchy between

 group and individual rights, assumes that a respectful interchange between

 the two can be established. Therefore, this indigenous notion, for example,

 could be incorporated as integral to tribal court systems so that tribal sover-

 eignty would no longer be privileged over gender issues and so that gendered

 concerns could be heard and addressed. Sovereignty can no longer mean that

 Native men have the right to control Indian women's lives. It can no longer

 simply mean separation and independence. It must also involve respect, in-

 terdependence, responsibility, dialogue, and engagement with indigenous

 women's rights and claims. Following this indigenous concept, race and

 tribal nation can no longer be privileged over gender issues; Indian women's

 gender rights will have to be respected and taken seriously.

 Both Smith and Ross argue for the importance of reworking Native frame-

 works of nationalism and sovereignty in order to struggle against violence

 against Indian women. In this way, they challenge the frequent disregard of

 nationalism and sovereignty based on dominant notions that contribute to

 xenophobia, factionalism, and violence, including events in Bosnia (Smith

 2002; Calhoun 1994; Scheff 1994). They are, therefore, committed to sup-

 porting tribal nations that struggle against the colonizing influence of the

 United States. In this way, their activism is similar to that of Chicana femi-

 nists, such as Elisa Laura Perez, who, on the one hand, challenged sexism

 within Chicana/o nationalism and, on the other hand, were very invested in

 working within a Chicana/o movement, which declared itself in direct oppo-

 sition to dominant U.S. ideology that privileges Anglo-American cultural and

 political norms (Perez 1999). Thus, indigenous women, similar to Chicanas,

 are often committed to working inside Native nationalist movements for the
 freedom of both men and women.

 Native Feminisms

 Analyzing what occurs at the annual "Color of Violence" conference not only

 helps us rethink tribal nationhood and sovereignty, but also feminism from

 Native women's points of view. Lessons from the conference, for example,

 have the potential to empower Native women, and claiming the term "Native

 feminist" could be part of this awakening. Native feminisms could be based

 on Indian women's activism against and varied experiences with issues, such

 as sexism, that specifically concern us. Similarly, women of color, in general,
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 challenge their various ethnic communities to become conscious of sexism.

 Cherrie Moraga, for example, discusses what home and community mean.

 She argues that her feminism forced her to leave home; she ran away from
 her mother who said that men should be in control of women and if she did

 not place men first she was a traitor to her race. She also explains that she

 would not accept the arguments of Chicano nationalists who claimed she

 would be seen as a traitor to her race if she challenged and/or criticized un-

 equal gender relations (Moraga 1993). I0 Thus, like other feminists of color,

 indigenous women "talking back" (hooks 1989) to dominant society could

 influence our discussions of Native feminisms (Hill-Collins 1995; hooks

 1995). Talking back has the potential to disrupt negative stereotypes and en-

 ables us as indigenous women to be viewed as full human beings with agency

 and worth (Arredondo et al. 2003).

 Certainly, as Native women we must decide for ourselves what terms are ap-

 propriate to describe our struggle against sexism and our overall emancipa-

 tion, as well as to highlight the contested nature of the term "feminism."

 Some indigenous women, for example, choose not to use the word "femi-

 nism," since this word cannot be found in their tribal language (Tohe 2000).

 At the same time, however, Smith's study of Native women's organizing

 shows that many Native women argue that feminism is important (Smith

 2002). Some Native women assert that indigenous women's unwillingness to

 call themselves "feminists" is not only a result of theoretical and philosophical

 differences with white feminists, but also demonstrates an unwillingness to

 focus on and confront sexism and gender discrimination (Smith 2002). In

 fact, I choose to claim the term "Native feminist" in order to fight against mi-

 sogyny and gender oppression. For me, this term has empowered me to battle

 against the all-too-present reality of violence against indigenous women by

 choosing to write about this important issue. Claiming the term has also em-

 powered me to teach about sexism in Native American communities within

 the context of the classroom. It has encouraged me to speak out against gen-

 der discrimination in my daily life. It has also motivated me to imagine a world

 where sexism no longer hurts both indigenous women and men.

 Overall, feminism has been a hotly contested issue in indigenous commu-

 nities and scholarship, as shown in both the Jaimes and Halsey and Trask ar-

 ticles. Too often this heated debate rests on the assumption that "white

 feminism" can be conflated with "feminism" in general, as already dis-

 cussed. Another argument for Native women not claiming the term "Native

 32 RENYA RAMIREZ
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 feminist" is that no one term could possibly encompass the complexity and

 diversity of Native women's experience (Mihesuah 2003). n Because of this

 diversity, I, however, argue for the need to articulate many Native feminisms

 rather than a singular feminism.12

 Since indigenous women constitute a diverse group, it is important to base

 any Native feminist theories on how indigenous women themselves view the

 world.13 Native women come not only from divergent tribal backgrounds,

 but also from different relationships to their respective settler nation-states.

 In the United States, for example, some are members of federally acknowl-

 edged tribes and others are struggling for federal recognition. Many live on

 reservations (in the United States), reserves (in Canada), or villages (in Mex-

 ico), whereas many others live away from their Native lands in urban or rural

 areas. These very dissimilar life experiences influence how we as indigenous

 women view the world and prioritize our needs. In fact, how we identify our-

 selves varies according to tribe, geography, and country of origin. In Canada,

 indigenous women call themselves "First Nations" or "aboriginal," while in

 the United States, we often identify ourselves as "Native American" or

 "American Indian." In Mexico, Native women frequently call themselves "in-

 digenous." Many other indigenous women identify themselves only by tribe

 and refuse to use any of the above terms. I employ the term "Native" in the

 term "Native feminisms" in order to focus on our common experiences as in-

 digenous women throughout the Western Hemisphere.14 But regardless of

 whether one uses "First Nations," "indigenous," "Native," a tribal name, or

 another term, understanding heterogeneity is critical to understanding our

 overall experiences as indigenous women.15

 In fact, Native feminisms are necessarily very different from white femi-

 nism. Native women, argues Andrea Smith (2002), consider tribal rights, sov-

 ereignty, and colonization to be feminist issues.16 Smith, for instance,

 discusses that if we place Native women at the very center of feminist history,

 we must begin with 1492 when indigenous women began to fight back against

 colonization. Therefore, struggles against colonization, argues Smith (2002),

 would become central in a history of Native feminisms. In contrast, Smith ar-

 gues that the feminist movement is typically divided into first, second, and

 third waves. The first wave incorporates the nineteenth-century women's suf-

 frage movement; the second wave includes fights over abortion rights, the cre-

 ation of the National Organization for Women, and the struggles for the Equal

 Rights Amendment; the third wave involves the battle of women of color in the
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 late twentieth and early twenty-first century to change feminism to include

 their experiences (Smith 2002). As a result, white feminist history, argues

 Smith, marginalizes women of color by placing white experiences and history

 at the center.17 Moreover, we as indigenous women must put our own issues,

 struggles, and experiences with racial, gender, sexual, class, and other op-

 pressions at the center of our analysis in order to create and articulate Native

 feminist thought and practice. The development of Native feminisms must

 also be inextricably linked to decolonization of indigenous nations, which

 must incorporate remembering and discussing precolonial egalitarian gender

 systems. It must also include how both indigenous men and women experi-

 ence gender, sexual, and other oppressions.

 Native Feminisms and Nationalism?

 Overall, the activism of indigenous women as part of the "Color of Violence"

 conference encourages us to combine gender and nation to develop a Native

 feminist/nationalist sensibility. Andrea Smith (2005), for example, discusses

 how tribal sovereignty should be linked together with the Native feminist

 issue of violence against Indian women. As Native feminists, Luana Ross and

 Andrea Smith not only emphasize an identity separate from white feminists,

 but also turn to indigenous frameworks of respectful gender relations rather

 than sexism to develop an inclusive Native nationalism, ultimately working to

 decolonize Native nations. Thus, in order to combine Native feminisms and

 nationalism, indigenous women ultimately need to rely on concrete experi-

 ences and Native philosophical values. Moreover, they need to imagine an in-

 digenous nationalism that simultaneously challenges racism and sexism.18

 Indeed, a Native feminist consciousness, rather than being divisive, has the

 potential to help indigenous men and women understand the underlying

 causes of many social problems that plague our communities, such as high

 male unemployment rates and the very large numbers of Native men as well as

 women in prison (Ross 1995). These social maladies can be attributed to the

 operation of sexism in society. Native feminist consciousness could, further-

 more, encourage both sexes to rid themselves of dominant notions of mascu-

 linity and femininity, building stronger senses of well-being and at the same

 time strengthening interpersonal bonds that sexist notions of proper gender

 relations erode. Most importantly, a Native feminist consciousness could per-

 suade both genders to rethink dominant notions of nationalism, sovereignty,
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 masculinity (that are about power and control), and femininity (that are about

 passivity), which all contribute to violence against indigenous women.

 For example, in order to encourage this feminist consciousness, Native

 community members could mount exhibits that show how colonialism has

 affected indigenous women's roles and how egalitarian gender relations

 were prevalent in many tribes (Allen 1986). Both indigenous men and women

 should be involved in organizing these exhibits to make everyone aware of

 various colonial forces that have encouraged sexism and misogyny. In 1996,

 one such exhibit occurred in San Jose, California (Ramirez 2004a). During

 this exhibit, colonialism was discussed as a primary cause of widespread vio-

 lence against Native American women; traditional Cherokee gender norms

 were also presented.19 Indeed, unpacking how colonialism has caused much

 gendered violence within indigenous communities must be at the very core
 of all Native feminist work.

 Conclusion

 Native scholars have privileged race and tribal nation over gender issues, cit-

 ing the importance of tribal sovereignty. In contrast, according to Smith and

 Ross, gender must be linked to discussions of tribal sovereignty and nation-

 alism in order to address the reality of rampant violence against indigenous

 women. Tribal sovereignty can no longer simply mean independence and

 separation, but must also incorporate a sense of respect embedded within

 social relationships. Indeed, it should not be defined as indigenous men's

 right to control the lives of Native women. Certainly, both indigenous men

 and women need to develop a Native feminist consciousness in order to com-

 bat the sexism and misogyny that deeply hurts our communities. Moreover,

 Native women's activism as well as scholarship about the "Color of Vio-

 lence" conference ultimately helps us rethink indigenous nationalism, femi-

 nism, as well as tribal sovereignty. All of these theoretical and practical

 strategies are essential to create a world where we as indigenous women can

 one day become full members of our homes, communities, and tribal na-

 tions, waking up from the nightmare of unrelenting violence against us.
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 NOTES

 i. Renato Rosaldo's notion of cultural citizenship, which is based on discovering

 subordinated groups' own vernacular notions of citizenship and belonging and

 Yuval-Davis's notion of the multilayered citizen, whose rights and entitlements are

 not only affected by the nation-state, but also by different religious, diasporic, lo-

 cal, and other communities, both influence my approach (Benmayor and Flores

 1997; Yuval-Davis 1999). Instead of concentrating on how Native Americans

 struggle to belong to a singular nation-state, I highlight their relationship to mul-

 tiple social and political communities (see also Siu 2002). Lok Siu (2002) discusses
 how the Latino Cultural Citizenship Project and Aihwa Ong (1996) mistakenly

 frame their discussion of cultural citizenship around a singular nation-state, leav-

 ing out Chinese diasporic experiences. Similarly, I argue that Native notions of be-

 longing must be redefined to include Native Americans' membership in multiple

 communities, most importantly their tribes. I discuss Native peoples' fight for full

 membership in tribal nations, communities, homes, and nation-state(s)- at the

 same time stressing that some Native Americans do not want to "belong" to any na-

 tion-state, since some are concentrating their struggle on their sovereign rights as

 tribal citizens. I argue that full membership not only must incorporate the right to

 be treated with dignity and respect in all contexts along the lines of race, class, gen-

 der, sexuality, and age, as well as other differences, but includes legal entitlements

 as well. Thus, citizenship for Native Americans can mean legal entitlements, but is

 not reducible to those privileges; it is ultimately about Indians' multi-sited and

 multilayered struggles to belong (Ramirez 2002, 2004b, 2007).

 2. It is important to note that this is an example of Jaimes's early work and that she

 later changes her stance and argues that race, gender, and tribal nation must be

 linked (see Guerrero 1997). I cite the article, however, because it is very prominent;

 it is published in many anthologies and influences many students. It also repre-

 sents a common argument against the development of Native feminism in Indian

 country that must be discussed openly.

 3. See also Terrelonge 1995. She discusses the factors that interfere with black

 women developing a feminist consciousness.

 4. See also Allen 1986, who argues that white feminism was influenced by the matri-
 archal and matrilineal traditions of tribes.

 5. See also Grande 2004, who also uses feminism and white feminism interchange-
 ably, not acknowledging the theorizing of women of color.
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 6. See also Crenshaw 1995 , who argues against looking separately at race or gender

 dimensions when exploring how women of color experience violence. See also

 Yuval-Davis 1997 and Yuval-Davis and Werbner 1999.

 7. Smith is an assistant professor in American studies and women's studies at the

 University of Michigan. She has been a community organizer for over seventeen

 years. She was the co-founder of the Women of All Red Nations chapter (an

 American Indian woman's organization) in Chicago. She has struggled together

 with other communities of color on issues such as reproductive rights, environ-

 mental justice, prison abolition, and sexual and domestic violence. She ultimately

 understands that alliances must be forged through the process of working to-

 gether and that there are no certain loyalties and/or allegiances between women of

 color. Consequently, she firmly believes in the importance of coalition-building in

 order to encourage social and political change.

 8. It is important to note here that not all tribes are male-dominated. Many have

 strong female leadership.

 9. See Field Notes, "Color of Violence Conference," UC Santa Cruz, April 28-29,
 2000.

 10. See also White 1995.
 11. What Mihesuah does not discuss is how women of color of feminism relates or

 does not relate to Native women's struggles with racial and gender oppression.

 12. Similarly, Chicana scholars discuss the need for Chicana feminisms in order to re-

 flect the heterogeneous and complex nature of their community and experience.

 See Arredondo et al. 2003.

 13. Similarly, Zavella discusses the diversity within the Chicana community. See

 Zavella 1994.

 14. This essay focuses on the experiences of Native women in the United States and

 Canada and does not address the analysis and life experiences of indigenous
 women in Mexico and farther south. However, with this notion of Native femi-

 nisms, I want to open up the possibility for dialogue with indigenous women fem-

 inists and activists who struggle with sexism and overall oppression.

 15. Similarly, Chicana feminists discuss the diversity of how women of Mexican ori-

 gin identify themselves. See Arredondo et al. 2003, 3.

 16. See also Justine Smith 2002. She discusses the importance of sovereignty for the
 survival of Native communities.

 17. See also Trask 1996 and Maracle 1996.

 18. See also White 1995. She discusses how African-American women combine femi-
 nism and nationalism.

 19. See Ramirez 2004b for a more elaborate discussion of these points.
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